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adelaide hunter hoodless lifelong crusader for the recognition of the domestic sciences cooking sewing childcare and housework and an early proponent of home economics in canada was considered one of the radical new woman of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries she helped turn the canadian ywca into a national organization she founded the women s institute assisted in the founding of the victorian order of nurses and represented canada on numerous international councils of women as well as establishing the first school for the training of domestic science teachers in canada and putting together the first canadian domestic science textbook popularly known as the little red book in newspaper city phillip gordon mackintosh scrutinizes the reluctance of early torontonians to pave their streets he demonstrates how toronto s two liberal newspapers the toronto globe and toronto daily star nevertheless campaigned for surface infrastructure as the leading expression of modern urbanity despite the broad resistance of property owners to pay for infrastructure improvements under local improvements by laws to boost paving newspapers used their broadsheets to fashion two imagined cities for their readers one overrun with animals dirt and marginal people the other civilized modern and crowned with clean streets however the employment of capitalism to generate traditional public goods such as concrete sidewalks asphalt roads regulated pedestrianism and efficient automobile is complicated thus the liberal newspapers promotion of a city of orderly infrastructure and contented people in actual toronto proved strikingly illiberal consequently mackintosh s study reveals the contradictory nature of newspapers and the historiographical complexities of newspaper research originally published in 1903 as volume xxv of the first series of the new jersey archives this ebook edition is reformatted for ease of reading but is complete and unabridged including footnotes addenda and corrected errata the content is a chronological compilation of extracts from american newspapers relating to events in new jersey from 1766 through 1767 here are the published reports of runaway servants and slaves land sales political issues the repeal of the stamp act biographical appendix index and much more this masterfully crafted ebook is fully searchable and fully printable 517pp 1 61 mb against all odds the seeds of social change found purchase in mid twentieth century south carolina newspaperman john mccray and his allies at the lighthouse and informer challenged readers to rebel and fight to reject the slavery of thought and action and become progressive fighters for equality newspaper wars traces the role journalism played in the fight for civil rights in south carolina from the 1930s through the 1960s moving the press to the center of the political action sid bedingfield tells the stories of the long overlooked men and women on the front lines of a revolution african american progress sparked a battle to shape south carolina s civic life with civil rights activists arrayed against white journalists determined to preserve segregation through massive resistance as that strategy failed white newspapers turned to overt political action and crafted the still prevalent narratives that aligned southern whites with the national conservative movement a fascinating portrait of a defining time newspaper journalism analyzes the role journalism played and still can play during times of social cultural and political change this book describes new methodological and technological approaches to corpus building and presents recent research based on the norwegian newspaper corpus this is a large monitor corpus of contemporary norwegian language compiled through daily harvesting of web newspapers the book gives an overview of the corpus and its system architecture and presents tools used for tasks such as text harvesting annotation topic classification and extraction and frequency profiling of new words and phrases among the innovative technologies is corpuscle a corpus query engine and management system which is flexible enough to handle very large corpora in an efficient way the individual research contributions based on the corpus explore different aspects of norwegian including the occurrence of anglicisms neologisms and terminology and the use of metonymy and metaphor in newspaper language the book also describes an innovative method of applying correspondence analysis and implicative analysis to investigate interdependencies between morphosyntactic variants as well as guides on how to report courts and councils newspaper journalism offers tips on how to write both news stories and features and how to make and keep contacts the tips are packed with real life examples from journalists working on provincial newspapers a worthwhile read and not just for the latest newshound to join the press pack holdthefrontpage co uk this is lucid lean and up to date introduction to newspaper journalism and how to do it jane taylor the surrey institute of art and design a practical introduction to journalism and the broader context in which journalists operate newspaper journalism covers the key elements and distinctive features that constitute good newspaper journalism engagingly written the book is also a rich resource of real life examples anecdotes case studies and exercises susan pape and susan featherstone have drawn on their considerable experience to provide a solid grounding in the principles and practice of newspaper journalism the resulting book recognises the needs of the profession and those seeking to enter it are newspapers faced with an existential threat or are they changing to meet the challenges of a digital world with the newspaper s role in a state of fundamental redefinition newspaper journalism offers a timely and up to the minute analysis of newspapers today in the context of their historical importance to society drawing on their extensive experience in academia and also across local national mainstream and alternative newspapers cole and harcup write clearly and engagingly from both industry and scholarly perspectives and contend that far from dying newspapers are doing what they have always done adapting to a changing environment this text is essential reading for all
students of the press with comprehensive and critical coverage of the most important debates in the study of newspaper journalism from ethics and investigative journalism to political economy and the future of the industry given the shifting boundaries and central importance of newspapers it will be of interest to all students of journalism and the media praise for the journalism studies key texts series it is easy to describe a good textbook for a specific journalistic format the ideal book has to satisfy a list of requirements that are also bullet pointed in journalism assignment outlines a text has to synthesize the existing body of knowledge explain concepts clearly have a logical order of topics and provide enough information and directions to pursue further study one may also hope it would include real life examples and be lucid vivid and a pleasure to read hard to find not anymore the new sage series journalism studies key texts satisfies the main requirements on the list carefully planned and meticulously edited by martin conboy david finkelstein and bob franklin the textbook series is a welcome contribution to the literature of journalism studies all three books follow the same structural template an overview of historical development explication of the political and economic frameworks within particular types of journalism a review of contemporary practices social demographics a comparative analysis of practices around the world a summary of main conceptual approaches an indication of future directions recommendations for further reading this strong organization resembles a template for a course outline this is intentional because the series is aimed both at students and their practice based lecturers who often come straight from industry and need time to adjust to the academic environment the series achieves its aim to bridge the sometimes too evident dissonance between journalism theory and practice they successfully situate discussions about journalism in social and historical contexts we see the faces of individual journalists the circumstances of news production the relationship with owners the battle between the public service and the profit nature of news the relevance of journalism work the detailed account of the conditions under which newspaper radio and alternative journalism is produced and performed make the journalism studies key texts series mandatory reading for both journalism students and their lecturers verica rupar journalism studies a major survey of the english newspaper and the way it developed from 1660 to the early eighteenth century a history of the area that would become walnut station then walnut grove from the earliest days to the present it covers almost every aspect of community life in this small town in minnesota from the late 1970s a revolution in indian language newspapers driven by a marriage of capitalism and technology has carried the experience of print to millions of new readers in small town and rural india the commercialization of news in the nineteenth century traces the major transformation of newspapers from a politically based press to a commercially based press in the nineteenth century gerald j baldasty argues that broad changes in american society the national economy and the newspaper industry brought about this dramatic shift increasingly in the nineteenth century news became a commodity valued more for its profitability than for its role in informing or persuading the public on political issues newspapers started out as highly partisan adjuncts of political parties as advertisers replaced political parties as the chief financial support of the press they influenced newspapers in directing their content toward consumers especially women the results were recipes fiction contests and features on everything from sports to fashion alongside more standard news about politics baldasty makes use of nineteenth century materials newspapers from throughout the era manuscript letters from journalists and politicians journalism and advertising trade publications government reports to document the changing role of the press during the period he identifies three important phases the partisan newspapers of the jacksonian era 1825 1835 the transition of the press in the middle of the century and the influence of commercialization of the news in the last two decades of the century includes information on mary beard black nurses blacks boston massachusetts charleston south carolina homescare ladies benevolent society race nursing salaries tuberculosis visiting nurse associations etc this book explores the content of the moderate a radical newspaper of the british civil wars published in the pivotal years 1648 9 this newsbook as newspapers were then known is commonly associated with the leveller movement a radical political group that promoted a democratic form of government while valuable studies have been published on the history of seventeenth century english periodicals as well as on the interaction between these newspapers and print culture at large very little has been written on individual newspapers this book fills a void it provides an in depth investigation of the news printed in the moderate with reference to other newspapers and to the larger historical context and captures the essence of this periodical seen both as a political publication and a commercial product this book will be of interest to early modern historians and literary scholars born in 1788 eleazer williams was raised in the catholic iroquois settlement of kahnawake along the st lawrence river according to some sources he was the descendant of a puritan minister whose daughter was taken by french and Mohawk raiders in other tales he was the lost dauphin second son to louis xvi of france williams achieved regional renown as a missionary to the oneida indians in central new york he was also instrumental in their removal allying with white federal officials and the ogden land company to persuade oneidas to relocate to wisconsin williams accompanied them himself making plans to minister to the transplanted oneidas but he left the community and his young family for long stretches of time a fabulist and sometime confidence man eleazer williams is notoriously difficult to comprehend his own record is complicated with stories he created for different audiences but for author michael leroy oberg he is an icon of the self fashioning and protean identity practiced by native peoples who lived or worked close to the centers of anglo american power professional indian follows eleazer williams on this odyssey across the early american republic and through the shifting spheres of the iroquois in an era of dispossession oberg describes williams as a professional indian who cultivated many political interests and personas in order to survive during a time of shrinking options for native peoples he was not alone as oberg shows many indians became missionaries and settlers and played a vital role in westward expansion through the larger than life biography of eleazer williams professional indian uncover how indians fought for place and agency in a world that was rapidly trying to erase them this book reveals what is happening in small communities across the united states as their newspapers struggle to survive it is a celebration not just of journalism but of the inspirational people who do it and the news and events of small towns importantly it asks the question who will be the community watchdog of the future this book memorializes the
American newspaper through the story of the post star of glens falls NY the author a devoted veteran of the post star compiles a series of vignettes that depict the newspaper's coverage over the years they provide a glimpse behind the newsroom curtain through the stories of the investigative journalism done in small towns acknowledgments collective images and the atrocity of war II before the liberation. Journalism photography and the early coverage of atrocity III covering atrocity in word IV covering atrocity in image V forgetting to remember photography as ground of early atrocity memorieS IV remembering to remember photography as figure of contemporary atrocity memories VII remembering to forget contemporary scrapbooks of atrocity notes selected bibliography index copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved in 2014 Russia illegally annexed Crimea bolstered a separatist conflict in the Donbas region and attacked Ukraine with its regular army and special forces in each instance of Russian aggression the U.S. response has often been criticized as inadequate insufficient or hesitant the Moscow factor U.S. policy toward sovereign Ukraine and the Kremlin is a unique study that examines four key Ukraine related policy decisions across two Republican and two Democratic Ukraine administrations Eugene M Fishel asks whether how and under what circumstances Washington has considered Ukraine's status as a sovereign nation in its decision making regarding relations with Moscow this study situates the stance of the United States toward Ukraine in the broader context of international relations it fills an important lacuna in existing scholarship and policy discourse by focusing on the complex trilateral rather than simply bilateral dynamics between the United States Ukraine and Russia from 1991 to 2016 this book brings together for the first time documentary evidence and declassified materials dealing with policy deliberation retrospective articles authored by former policymakers and formal memoirs by erstwhile senior officials the study is also supplemented by open ended interviews with former and returning officials newspaper reference methods was first published in 1933 Minnesota archive editions uses digital technology to make long unavailable books once again accessible and are published unaltered from the original University of Minnesota press editions celebrating the rag tells the remarkable story of the legendary underground newspaper that sparked a political and cultural revolution and helped make Austin weird the book features more than 100 articles from the rag's 11-year history plus contemporary essays and eye-popping vintage art and photography this collection captures the radical politics and subversive humor that marked the pages of this upstart newspaper between 1966 and 1977 Tiivistelmä Resumo en Esperanto Rezume how did technical advances in weaponry alter the battlefield during the reign of Queen Victoria in 1845 in the first Anglo-Sikh war the outcome was decided by the bayonet just over fifty years later in the Second Boer War the combatants were many miles apart how did this transformation come about and what impact did it have on the experience of the soldiers of the period Stephen Manning in this meticulously researched and vivdly written study describes the developments in firepower and using the first hand accounts of the soldiers shows how their perception of battle changed innovations like the percussion and breech-loading rifle influenced the fighting in the Crimean War of the 1850s and the colonial campaigns of the 1870s and 1880s in particular in the Anglo-Zulu War and the Wars in Egypt and Sudan the machine gun was used to deadly effect at the battle of Omdurman in 1898 and equally dramatic advances in artillery took warfare into a new era of tactics and organisation Stephen Manning's work provides the reader with an accurate and fascinating insight into a key aspect of nineteenth century military history a great man in Indian politics Dr Ram Manohar Lohia on Dr Ambedkar Dr Ambedkar's role in the cause of social emancipation has been researched and written about extensively his part in the drafting of the Indian constitution between 1946 and 1950 has also received considerable attention in the foresighted Ambedkar Anurag Bhaskar argues that India's constitution was drafted not just between 1946 and 1950 but over the course of four decades Dr Ambedkar was the only person to have been involved at all the stages related to the drafting of the Indian constitutional document since 1919 these stages bear the imprint of his contribution and role this book seeks to focus on Dr Ambedkar's influence on the Indian constitutional discourse from 1919 when he entered public life until the actual writing of the constitution and even beyond covering the different constitutional moments as and when they happened highlights Dr Ambedkar's role in those moments a seminal work of intellectual and constitutional history this volume demonstrates why Dr Ambedkar is rightly called the father of the Indian constitution from award-winning author Cassandra Dean comes the fourth in her Silk series and winner of the coveted romance writers of Australia Ruby Award where a passionate firebrand and a lackadaisical lord clash in a battle of the sexes most ladies dream of finding a husband but Etta Wilding marsh dreams of the law establishing a law school for women is the determined firebrand's dearest ambition and she has no time for distraction and certainly no time for the wickedly handsome antagonist from her youth after years of annoying her from afar Lord Christopher Hiddleston leaps at the chance to return to Cambridge and the fiery girl he has never forgotten now a successful gothic novelist Christopher will use his notoriety to support the school and drive Etta wild a chance meeting leads to another and then the firebrand and the antagonist find a passion of a different sort but can a woman who dreams too much and a man who never does truly find a happily ever after previously published silk scholar is perfect for fans of Tessa Dare Julia Quinn and Lisa Kleypas on the brink of the first world war Scotland was regarded throughout the British isles as the workshop of the empire not only were Clyde built ships known the world over Scotland produced half of Britain's total production of railway equipment and the cotton and jute industries flourished in Paisley and Dundee in addition scots were a hugely important source of manpower for the colonies yet after the war Scotland became an industrial and financial backwater emigration increased as morale slumped in the face of economic stagnation and decline the country had paid a disproportionately high price in casualties a result of huge numbers of volunteers and the use of Scottish battalions as shock troops in the fighting on the western front and Gallipoli young men whom the novelist Ian Hay called the vanished generation in this book Trevor Royle provides the first full account of how the war changed Scotland irrevocably by exploring a wide range of themes the overwhelming response to the call for volunteers the performance of Scottish military formations in 1915 and 1916 the militarization of the Scottish homeland the resistance to war in Glasgow and the West of Scotland and the boom in the heavy industries and the strengthening of women's role in society following on from wartime employment considers s 1312 to exempt from the antitrust laws certain combinations and
arrangements necessary for the survival of failing newspapers includes report newspaper monopolies and the antitrust laws a study of the failing newspaper act by international typographical union 1967 p 125 172 this work proposes that the american newspaper industry must begin to view change as more than just something to which it must react and adjust offering instead a view of change as a process with causes phases and cycles the book is concerned with the past present and future of a paper marriage and death notices from eight local newspapers from seneca co ranging from 1817 1885 j0710hb 20 00 contents 1 introduction 2 industry history 3 industry conditions industry cost cutting key to survival declining advertising revenues recession and the internet other factors alternative news sources 4 rise of the 5 interdependence searching for new business models non profits 6 public policy issues 7 congressional action industry proposals supporting the general practice of journalism charts and tables

Adelaide Hoodless 1986-01-01

adelaide hunter hoodless lifelong crusader for the recognition of the domestic sciences cooking sewing childcare and housework and an early proponent of home economics in canada was considered one of the radical new woman of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries she helped turn the canadian ywca into a national organization she founded the women s institute assisted in the founding of the victorian order of nurses and represented canada on numerous international councils of women as well as establishing the first school for the training of domestic science teachers in canada and putting together the first canadian domestic science textbook popularly known as the little red book

Newspaper City 2017-04-24

in newspaper city phillip gordon mackintosh scrutinizes the reluctance of early torontonians to pave their streets he demonstrates how toronto s two liberal newspapers the toronto globe and toronto daily star nevertheless campaigned for surface infrastructure as the leading expression of modern urbanity despite the broad resistance of property owners to pay for infrastructure improvements under local improvements by laws to boost paving newspapers used their broadsheets to fashion two imagined cities for their readers one overrun with animals dirt and marginal people the other civilized modern and crowned with clean streets however the employment of capitalism to generate traditional public goods such as concrete sidewalks asphalt roads regulated pedestrianism and efficient automobilism is complicated thus the liberal newspapers promotion of a city of orderly infrastructure and contented people in actual toronto proved strikingly illiberal consequently mackintosh s study reveals the contradictory nature of newspapers and the historiographical complexities of newspaper research

New Jersey Archives 2007-02-01

originally published in 1903 as volume xxv of the first series of the new jersey archives this ebook edition is reformatted for ease of reading but is complete and unabridged including footnotes addenda and corrected errata the content is a chronological compilation of extracts from american newspapers relating to events in new jersey from 1766 through 1767 here are the published reports of runaway servants and slaves land sales political issues the repeal of the stamp act biographical appendix index and much more this masterfully crafted ebook is fully searchable and fully
Newspaper Wars 2017-08-02

against all odds the seeds of social change found purchase in mid twentieth century south carolina newspaperman john mccray and his allies at
the lighthouse and informer challenged readers to rebel and fight to reject the slavery of thought and action and become progressive fighters for
equality newspaper wars traces the role journalism played in the fight for civil rights in south carolina from the 1930s through the 1960s moving the
press to the center of the political action sid bedingfield tells the stories of the long overlooked men and women on the front lines of a revolution
african american progress sparked a battle to shape south carolina s civic life with civil rights activists arrayed against white journalists determined
to preserve segregation through massive resistance as that strategy failed white newspapers turned to overt political action and crafted the still
prevalent narratives that aligned southern whites with the national conservative movement a fascinating portrait of a defining time newspaper wars
analyzes the role journalism played and still can play during times of social cultural and political change

Amending the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 1955

this book describes new methodological and technological approaches to corpus building and presents recent research based on the norwegian
newspaper corpus this is a large monitor corpus of contemporary norwegian language compiled through daily harvesting of web newspapers the
book gives an overview of the corpus and its system architecture and presents tools used for tasks such as text harvesting annotation topic
classification and extraction and frequency profiling of new words and phrases among the innovative technologies is corpuscle a corpus query
engine and management system which is flexible enough to handle very large corpora in an efficient way the individual research contributions
based on the corpus explore different aspects of norwegian including the occurrence of anglicisms neologisms and terminology and the use of
metonymy and metaphor in newspaper language the book also describes an innovative method of applying correspondence analysis and
implicational analysis to investigate interdependencies between morphosyntactic variants

Exploring Newspaper Language 2012

as well as guides on how to report courts and councils newspaper journalism offers tips on how to write both news stories and features and how to
make and keep contacts the tips are packed with real life examples from journalists working on provincial newspapers a worthwhile read and not just for the latest newshound to join the press pack holdthefrontpage co uk this is lucid lean and up to date introduction to newspaper journalism and how to do it jane taylor the surrey institute of art and design a practical introduction to journalism and the broader context in which journalists operate newspaper journalism covers the key elements and distinctive features that constitute good newspaper journalism engagingly written the book is also a rich resource of real life examples anecdotes case studies and exercises susan pape and susan featherstone have drawn on their considerable experience to provide a solid grounding in the principles and practice of newspaper journalism the resulting book recognises the needs of the profession and those seeking to enter it

Newspaper Journalism 2005-03-08

are newspapers faced with an existential threat or are they changing to meet the challenges of a digital world with the newspaper s role in a state of fundamental redefinition newspaper journalism offers a timely and up to the minute analysis of newspapers today in the context of their historical importance to society drawing on their extensive experience in academia and also across local national mainstream and alternative newspapers cole and harcup write clearly and engagingly from both industry and scholarly perspectives and contend that far from dying newspapers are doing what they have always done adapting to a changing environment this text is essential reading for all students of the press with comprehensive and critical coverage of the most important debates in the study of newspaper journalism from ethics and investigative journalism to political economy and the future of the industry given the shifting boundaries and central importance of newspapers it will be of interest to all students of journalism and the media praise for the journalism studies key texts series it is easy to describe a good textbook for a specific journalistic format the ideal book has to satisfy a list of requirements that are also bullet pointed in journalism assignment outlines a text has to synthesize the existing body of knowledge explain concepts clearly have a logical order of topics and provide enough information and directions to pursue further study one may also hope it would include real life examples and be lucid vivid and a pleasure to read hard to find not anymore the new sage series journalism studies key texts satisfies the main requirements on the list carefully planned and meticulously edited by martin conboy david finkelstein and bob franklin the textbook series is a welcome contribution to the literature of journalism studies all three books follow the same structural template an overview of historical development explication of the political and economic frameworks within particular types of journalism a review of contemporary practices social demographics a comparative analysis of practices around the world a summary of main conceptual approaches an indication of future directions recommendations for further reading this strong organization resembles a template for a course outline this is intentional because the series is aimed both at students and their practice based lecturers who often come straight from industry and need time to adjust to the academic environment the series achieves its aim to bridge the sometimes too evident dissonance between journalism theory and practice they successfully situate discussions about journalism in social and historical contexts we see the faces of individual journalists the circumstances of news production the relationship with owners the battle between the public service and the profit nature of news the relevance of journalism work the detailed account of the conditions under which newspaper radio and alternative journalism is produced and performed make
Newspaper Journalism *2009-11-13*

A major survey of the English newspaper and the way it developed from 1660 to the early eighteenth century.

The Restoration Newspaper and Its Development *2004-06-07*

A history of the area that would become Walnut Station then Walnut Grove from the earliest days to the present. It covers almost every aspect of community life in this small town in Minnesota.

Official Gazette of the United States Patent Office *1948*

From the late 1970s a revolution in Indian language newspapers driven by a marriage of capitalism and technology has carried the experience of print to millions of new readers in small town and rural India.

A Chronicle of Walnut Station - Walnut Grove *2012*

The commercialization of news in the nineteenth century traces the major transformation of newspapers from a politically based press to a commercially based press in the nineteenth century. Gerald J. Baldasty argues that broad changes in American society, the national economy, and the newspaper industry brought about this dramatic shift. Increasingly in the nineteenth century, news became a commodity valued more for its profitability than for its role in informing or persuading the public on political issues. Newspapers started out as highly partisan adjuncts of political parties as advertisers replaced political parties as the chief financial support of the press. They influenced newspapers in directing their content toward consumers, especially women. The results were recipes, fiction contests, and features on everything from sports to fashion. Alongside more standard news about politics, Baldasty makes use of nineteenth-century materials, newspapers from throughout the era, manuscript letters from
journalists and politicians journalism and advertising trade publications government reports to document the changing role of the press during the period he identifies three important phases the partisan newspapers of the jacksonian era 1825 1835 the transition of the press in the middle of the century and the influence of commercialization of the news in the last two decades of the century

India's Newspaper Revolution 2000

includes information on mary beard black nurses blacks boston massachusetts charleston south carolina homecare ladies benevolent society race nursing salaries tuberculosis visiting nurse associations etc

The Commercialization of News in the Nineteenth Century 1992-11-15

this book explores the content of the moderate a radical newspaper of the british civil wars published in the pivotal years 1648 9 this newsbook as newspapers were then known is commonly associated with the leveller movement a radical political group that promoted a democratic form of government while valuable studies have been published on the history of seventeenth century english periodicals as well as on the interaction between these newspapers and print culture at large very little has been written on individual newspapers this book fills a void it provides an in depth investigation of the news printed in the moderate with reference to other newspapers and to the larger historical context and captures the essence of this periodical seen both as a political publication and a commercial product this book will be of interest to early modern historians and literary scholars

The Newspaper 1848

born in 1788 eleazer williams was raised in the catholic iroquois settlement of kahnawake along the st lawrence river according to some sources he was the descendant of a puritan minister whose daughter was taken by french and mohawk raiders in other tales he was the lost dauphin second son to louis xvi of france williams achieved regional renown as a missionary to the oneida indians in central new york he was also instrumental in their removal allying with white federal officials and the ogden land company to persuade oneidas to relocate to wisconsin williams accompanied them himself making plans to minister to the transplanted oneidas but he left the community and his young family for long stretches of time a fabulist and sometime confidence man eleazer williams is notoriously difficult to comprehend his own record is complicated with stories
he created for different audiences but for author michael leroy oberg he is an icon of the self fashioning and protean identity practiced by native peoples who lived or worked close to the centers of anglo american power professional indian follows eleazer williams on this odyssey across the early american republic and through the shifting spheres of the iroquois in an era of dispossession oberg describes williams as a professional indian who cultivated many political interests and personas in order to survive during a time of shrinking options for native peoples he was not alone as oberg shows many indians became missionaries and settlers and played a vital role in westward expansion through the larger than life biography of eleazer williams professional indian uncovers how indians fought for place and agency in a world that was rapidly trying to erase them

No Place Like Home 2003-03-07

this book reveals what is happening in small communities across the united states as their newspapers struggle to survive it is a celebration not just of journalism but of the inspirational people who do it and the news and events of small towns importantly it asks the question who will be the community watchdog of the future this book memorializes the american newspaper through the story of the post star of glens falls ny the author a devoted veteran of the post star compiles a series of vignettes that depict the newspaper s coverage over the years they provide a glimpse behind the newsroom curtain through the stories of the investigative journalism done in small towns

An Anatomy of an English Radical Newspaper 2017-08-21

acknowledgments i collective memories images and the atrocity of war ii before the liberation journalism photography and the early coverage of atrocity iii covering atrocity in word iv covering atrocity in image v forgetting to remember photography as ground of early atrocity memories vi remembering to remember photography as figure of contemporary atrocity memories vii remembering to forget contemporary scrapbooks of atrocity notes selected bibliography index copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved

Professional Indian 2015-02-02

in 2014 russia illegally annexed crimea bolstered a separatist conflict in the donbas region and attacked ukraine with its regular army and special forces in each instance of russian aggression the u s response has often been criticized as inadequate insufficient or hesitant the moscow factor u
s policy toward sovereign ukraine and the kremlin is a unique study that examines four key ukraine related policy decisions across two republican and two democratic u s administrations eugene m fishel asks whether how and under what circumstances washington has considered ukraine s status as a sovereign nation in its decision making regarding relations with moscow this study situates the stance of the united states toward ukraine in the broader context of international relations it fills an important lacuna in existing scholarship and policy discourse by focusing on the complex trilateral rather than simply bilateral dynamics between the united states ukraine and russia from 1991 to 2016 this book brings together for the first time documentary evidence and declassified materials dealing with policy deliberation retrospective articles authored by former policymakers and formal memoirs by erstwhile senior officials the study is also supplemented by open ended interviews with former and returning officials

The Last American Newspaper 2022-08-30

newspaper reference methods was first published in 1933 minnesota archive editions uses digital technology to make long unavailable books once again accessible and are published unaltered from the original university of minnesota press editions

Remembering to Forget 2000-05

celebrating the rag tells the remarkable story of the legendary underground newspaper that sparked a political and cultural revolution and helped make austin weird the book features more than 100 articles from the rag s 11 year history plus contemporary essays and eye popping vintage art and photography this collection captures the radical politics and subversive humor that marked the pages of this upstart newspaper between 1966 and 1977

The Moscow Factor 2022-12-06

tiivistelmä resumo en esperanto rezjume
how did technical advances in weaponry alter the battlefield during the reign of queen victoria in 1845 in the first anglo sikh war the outcome was decided by the bayonet just over fifty years later in the second boer war the combatants were many miles apart how did this transformation come about and what impact did it have on the experience of the soldiers of the period stephen manning in this meticulously researched and vividly written study describes the developments in firepower and using the first hand accounts of the soldiers shows how their perception of battle changed innovations like the percussion and breech loading rifle influenced the fighting in the crimean war of the 1850s and the colonial campaigns of the 1870s and 1880s in particular in the anglo zulu war and the wars in egypt and sudan the machine gun was used to deadly effect at the battle of omdurman in 1898 and equally dramatic advances in artillery took warfare into a new era of tactics and organisation stephen manning s work provides the reader with an accurate and fascinating insight into a key aspect of nineteenth century military history

The Business History of the Antebellum Wisconsin Newspaper, 1833-1860 1978

a great man in indian politics dr ram manohar lohia on dr ambedkar dr ambedkar s role in the cause of social emancipation has been researched and written about extensively his part in the drafting of the indian constitution between 1946 and 1950 has also received considerable attention in the foresighted ambedkar anurag bhaskar argues that india s constitution was drafted not just between 1946 and 1950 but over the course of four decades dr ambedkar was the only person to have been involved at all the stages related to the drafting of the indian constitutional document since 1919 these stages bear the imprint of his contribution and role this book seeks to focus on dr ambedkar s influence on the indian constitutional discourse from 1919 when he entered public life until the actual writing of the constitution and even beyond covering the different constitutional moments as and when they happened it highlights dr ambedkar s role in those moments a seminal work of intellectual and constitutional history this volume demonstrates why dr ambedkar is rightly called the father of the indian constitution

Newspaper Reference Methods 1933

from award winning author cassandra dean comes the fourth in her silk series and winner of the coveted romance writers of australia ruby award where a passionate firebrand and a lackadaisical lord clash in a battle of the sexes most ladies dream of finding a husband but etta wilding marsh dreams of the law establishing a law school for women is the determined firebrand s dearest ambition and she has no time for distraction and certainly no time for the wickedly handsome antagonist from her youth after years of annoying her from afar lord christopher hiddleston leaps at the chance to return to cambridge and the fiery girl he has never forgotten now a successful gothic novelist christopher will use his notoriety to support
the school and drive etta wild a chance meeting leads to another and then the firebrand and the antagonist find a passion of a different sort but can
a woman who dreams too much and a man who never does truly find a happily ever after previously published silk scholar is perfect for fans of
tessa dare julia quinn and lisa kleypas

Celebrating The Rag: Austin's Iconic Underground Newspaper 2016

on the brink of the first world war scotland was regarded throughout the british isles as the workshop of the empire not only were clyde built ships
known the world over scotland produced half of britain s total production of railway equipment and the cotton and jute industries flourished in
paisley and dundee in addition scots were a hugely important source of manpower for the colonies yet after the war scotland became an industrial
and financial backwater emigration increased as morale slumped in the face of economic stagnation and decline the country had paid a
disproportionately high price in casualties a result of huge numbers of volunteers and the use of scottish battalions as shock troops in the fighting
on the western front and gallipoli young men whom the novelist ian hay called the vanished generation in this book trevor royle provides the first
full account of how the war changed scotland irrevocably by exploring a wide range of themes the overwhelming response to the call for volunteers
the performance of scottish military formations in 1915 and 1916 the militarization of the scottish homeland the resistance to war in glasgow and
the west of scotland and the boom in the heavy industries and the strengthening of women s role in society following on from wartime employment
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